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Introduction

oEA Stars (Oscillating Algoltype stars)
Variations in levelling off for stars of the type EA may be seen, these stars are named oEA stars
The study consists in detecting the microamplitude of the order of the mmag, the pulsations may
last between 30mn and 3 hours.
The main component is A or F spectral type, pulsating star of the class Delta Scuti.
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Source : http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/~simkoz/projects/stars/variable/

To date, dozens and hundreds of such stars have been detected by ground and space
observations, respectively.

We distinguish three morphological types of lightcurve, all of which are observable
with amateur equipment
Mind the curves : Shapes tell us the type of stars present.

Modelling and sending of data
1  Predict observations of primary and secondary minima of the stars.
2  Observe this star while completing timeseries over a period of time covering several hours in
order to not miss the minima
3  Shifting through the data: after the pretreatment of the images we must make a light curve and
obtain data from it
4  Modelling: it is possible to carry out 3D modelling from the obtained data if we know the
parameters of the system observed
5  Data sending : it is very important to send the results obtained to an organisation which studies
this type of stars (for example AAVSOhttps://www.aavso.org) or a professional astronomer.

Source : The oEA stars QY Aql, BW Del, TZ Dra, BO
Her and RR Lep : Photometric analysis, frequency
search and evolutionary status
A. Liakos • P. Niarchos
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OC (Observed minus Calculated)

The secondary star changes its orbital plan, this type of phenomenon necessitates
observations over many years in order to be seen
Eclipsing binary systems with eccentric orbits  Ivan Adamin  pages 1012 Variable
Stars Observer Bulletin  December 2013 ISSN 23095539

The goal is to obtain a complete light curve : including the minima and the maxima.
Ideally we must have the data with different photometric filters : BVRc otherwise V(Johnson) or
r’(Sloan).
Evidence of the OC (Observed minus Calculated) : there may be a gap in the time between
observation of the minima and the time calculated by the ephemerides.

Lost eclipsing binaries

This gap (OC) is shown on a curve.

60 non recorded stars since 2016 must be found and restudied

From a lot of measuring points certain phenomena can be then seen.

For these stars we have lost length of time, the amplitudes of the minima or the duration of the
eclipses.
The list can be obtained from the head of the commission eclipsing binaries (AAVSO) from the
organisation on request

Conclusion
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The 6 points have not been developed in their entirety since amateur astronomers are too few to
collaborate with professionals on these subjects.
It is hope that there would be better collaboration on their part.

O'CONNELL Effect
The O’Connell effect only happens for stars of the type EW, therefore we must make a complete
light curve in order to detect different heights of the maxima.
This can be done with multifilters.
Even if this is not totally understood, it will be due to hot points on the stars or dust between the
stars.
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